Virtual Classroom Experience™

Our award-winning training re-imagined for today’s remote workforces

Simpler, smarter, and more flexible.

The Pinnacle Virtual Classroom is a fully customized learning experience delivered by Pinnacle Master Instructors from our state-of-the-art studio. Ideal for training remote and dispersed workforces, the Virtual Classroom delivers the same award-winning content as our on-site workshops through a collaborative and interactive environment, including:

- Focused learning segments
- Active interaction for engagement
- Learning adoption beyond the classroom

Available in multiple virtual formats:

- Workshops
- Classes
- Executive Coaching
- Webinars

Cost-effective, flexible training that translates to

- No travel costs
- Convenient scheduling
- Efficient use of time
- Easy coordination
- More time with instructors
Virtual Offerings

Workshops

• Interactive, customized curriculum
• Multiple Master Instructors for personal attention
• Practical, relevant exercises
• Customized learning journey for ongoing engagement and adoption

Classes

• Two-hour, stand-alone class for up to 20 participants
• Multiple instructors facilitate break-out rooms for small group exercises
• Interactive, exercise-driven modules
• Personalized feedback
• Customized learning journey available for ongoing engagement and adoption

Executive Coaching

• Custom-crafted for the individual
• Personal video recording and upload with written analysis from Pinnacle Master Instructor
• Intensive learning journey for ongoing engagement and adoption

Popular Virtual Classes:
High-Impact Presentation Skills
Running Effective Meetings
Storytelling for Business
Delivering Effective Feedback
Projecting an Executive Presence
Leading a Team Through Change
Authentic and Empowering Leadership
Handling Challenging Questions
Command the Virtual Environment
Managing Difficult Conversations
Master Facilitation Skills for Trainers
Storytelling with Data
The Pinnacle Method: Projecting a Confident Presence

Webinars

• Facilitated live by Pinnacle Master Instructor for an engaging learning environment
• Continuous engagement through polls/chats
• Delivered live or pre-recorded

Turn your talent into heroes.